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Crush The Castle Launch projectiles at the castle and take out the soldiers, guards and other
inhabitants. Use your trebuchet to launch stones at the castle. Knock down the walls and
knock off heads to accumulate points. Now Playing: Crush The Castle 2. Instructions. Sign up
for email updates
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accumulate points.
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Support provided by For new content visit the redesigned NOVA site. Use your trebuchet to
launch stones at the castle. Knock down the walls and knock off heads to accumulate points.
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Kongregate free online game Crush the Castle - The King has ordered you to crush all
resistance in order for his kingdom to survive. Crush ca. . Play Crush the Castle Use your
trebuchet to launch stones at the castle. Knock down the walls and knock off heads to
accumulate points. Castle Clout: Return of the King. Knock down each increasingly stronger
castle with your trebuchet.
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Crush the Castle 3 is packed with dozens of levels, difficult challenges, and tons of medals for
you to obtain. Impress your king by killing off the surrounding kingdoms.
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Using trial and error, medieval engineers adjusted the trebuchet to make sure its missile hit the
castle wall—and destroyed it. NOVA's science game, "Destroy the Castle," is very much like the
real thing.
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Trebuchet and an arsenal of . A simple action game.. In play, the easy shots (soldiers and simple
targets) get knocked out in the first few rounds.
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